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WAS SHAKESPEARE AN ANTI-SEMITE? 

Libi Astaire  

The lights come up on a darkened stage, revealing a courtroom. Standing in the prisoner’s dock is a 
gentleman, about 50 years of age, balding, sporting a thin mustache, and wearing a doublet.

Lawyer: Your name, please?
Gentleman: William Shakespeare.
Lawyer: Your profession?
Shakespeare: Playwright.
Lawyer: Are you the author of a play called The Merchant of Venice?
Shakespeare: I say so. But there are those who claim my plays were really written by Christopher 
Marlowe, or the Earl of Oxford, or a few others.

The Crowd seated in the gallery laughs appreciatively. The Judge pounds his gavel and calls for order.

Lawyer: Assuming that you are the author, as most educated people do believe today, why did you write 
this play?
Shakespeare: To make people laugh. It’s a comedy.

Shakespeare removes a bright red wig and a big false red nose from his doublet, puts them on, and 
makes a face at the Crowd, which roars with laughter. The Judge pounds furiously with his gavel, until the 
courtroom is silent.

Lawyer: So you think it’s funny that your character, Shylock, has become the world’s symbol for the 
supposedly heartless, villainous Jew? You admit that your play is anti-Semitic and that you, Mr. 
Shakespeare, are an anti-Semite?

Shakespeare stares at the Lawyer, stunned. Then he relaxes and turns to the Crowd and says:

Shakespeare: Gentlemen, what would you have me do? Laugh at my losses? Ignore my disgrace? Hath 
not a Playwright eyes? Hath not a Playwright hands, organs, dimensions, senses, affections, passions? If 
another author writes a play that’s a hit, shall I not copy it? If another theatre’s audience is tickled by a 
Jew, shall I not tickle my audience, too? The way to box office success my rivals taught me, and all I did 
was better their instruction.

Blackout.

All the World’s a Courtroom
 
William Shakespeare, the Elizabethan poet and dramatist, is considered by most people to be the 
greatest playwright of all time. Although it’s true that not everything that he wrote was a masterpiece—his 
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career spanned about a quarter of a century and he wrote at least 37 plays, 154 sonnets, and two 
narrative poems—at his worst the Bard of Avon, as he is often called, is still equal to, if not better than, his 
contemporaries. At his most problematic, he is more entertaining and thought-provoking than the vast 
majority of dramatists who have set pen to page.

And therein lies the rub. Because the same Shakespeare who gave the world the brooding Hamlet and 
the tragic King Lear also gave the world a Jew named Shylock—and this portrayal of the Jew as an uber 
usurer who won’t stop even at murder to take his revenge still haunts us, Jew and non-Jew alike.

And therein lies another rub. Because even though the plot of The Merchant of Venice is a shaky 
structure cobbled together from several ill-fitting sources, the play is still one of Shakespeare’s most 
popular. Every year “Shylock, a Jew” makes his ghastly appearance in classrooms around the globe. 
Every year some actor somewhere is sharpening his knife, on stage, in preparation for receiving his 
“pound of flesh.”

This summer one of those stages is located in New York City’s Central Park, where the New York 
Shakespeare Festival has mounted a new production of the play starring the Hollywood actor Al Pacino in 
the role of Shylock. Mr. Pacino, who visited a chassidic shul in Boro Park as part of his preparation for the 
role, has received generally glowing reviews.

But do we need this “praise”? In a summer where the world is demanding an international investigation 
into Israel’s conduct during the Gaza-bound flotilla raid, and where a United States court has sentenced 
Sholom Rubashkin to a 27-year prison term that even many non-Jewish lawyers and law professors 
believe is too severe, do we really need to see the spectacle of another Jew—albeit a literary figure—
hauled before a court and demonized?

Should we not, instead, insist upon an international investigation into the harm inflicted upon the Jewish 
people by Mr. William Shakespeare? And, if he is found guilty, should we not insist upon a stiff prison 
sentence, preferably in solitary confinement, for his play The Merchant of Venice and the play’s villain, 
Shylock?

Shakespeare's Leap

By STEPHEN GREENBLATT SEPT. 12, 2004  

Jews in England in the late 16th century existed principally as fables and as figures of speech, and 
Shakespeare often reflected and furthered this circulation, apparently without moral reservation. "No, no, 
they were not bound," says Peto in "Henry IV, Part I," contradicting Gadshill's brazen lie that they had 
bound a group of fighting men. "You rogue," Falstaff rejoins, "they were bound, every man of them; or I 
am a Jew else, an Ebrew Jew." "If I do not take pity of her, I am a villain," says Benedick in "Much Ado 
About Nothing," tricked by his friends into declaring a passion for Beatrice, "if I do not love her, I am a 
Jew." How did Shakespeare get from casual jokes to Shylock?

Around 1589, just as the 25-year-old Shakespeare's career as a playwright was beginning, Christopher 
Marlowe -- exactly the same age and from a similar middle-class, provincial background -- scored a great 
box-office success with "The Jew of Malta." A black comedy, brilliant but exceptionally cynical and cruel, 
Marlowe's script was repeatedly dusted off and revived throughout the 1590's. Shakespeare, who was in 
the business of exciting crowds, undoubtedly noted the way his rival's play drew large audiences.
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APPLICATIONS IN HALACHA

The Qibya massacre, also known as the Qibya incident, occurred during "Operation Shoshana", a reprisal operation 
that occurred in October 1953 when Israeli troops under Ariel Sharon attacked the village of Qibya in the West Bank. 
At least sixty-nine Palestinian Arab villagers were killed. Forty-five houses, a school, and a mosque were destroyed. 
The attack followed cross-border raids from the Jordanian occupied West Bank and Israeli reprisals, in particular, the 
attack on Qibya was a response to the Yehud attack in which an Israeli woman and her two children were murdered 
in their home.

The act was condemned by the U.S. State Department, the UN Security Council, and by Jewish communities 
worldwide. The State Department described the raid as "shocking", and used the occasion to confirm publicly that 
economic aid to Israel had been suspended previously, for other non-compliance regarding the 1949 Armistice 
Agreements.

The operation was codenamed Operation Shoshana by the Israel Defense Forces (IDF). It was carried out by two 
Israeli units at night: a paratroop company and Unit 101, a special forces unit of the IDF

The specific incident which the Israeli government used to justify the assault on Qibya occurred on 12 October 1953, 
when a Jewish woman, Suzanne Kinyas, and her two children were killed by a grenade thrown into their house in 
the Israeli town of Yehud, some 10 kilometers (6 mi) inside of the Green Line. The attack initially drew a sharp 
rebuke to Jordan from the Mixed Armistice Commission. The Israeli government immediately claimed that the 
murders were perpetrated by Palestinian infiltrators, a charge queried by Jordanian officials, who were skeptical, and 
who offered to collaborate with Israel in order to apprehend the guilty parties, whoever and wherever they were. 
Moshe Sharett said later that "the Commander of the Jordan Legion, Glubb Pasha, had asked for police 
bloodhounds to cross over from Israel to track down 

#7 Qibya massacre
Wikipedia
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the Yahud attackers".On the other hand, some weeks later, while assisting a United Nations and Jordanian team 
following the tracks of the person(s) who on 1 November had blown up a water-line in Jordanian territory supplying 
the Arab quarter of Jerusalem, tracks that led to the Scopus fence, the Israeli inspector delegated to the team 
denied them permission to enter the Jewish area around Mount Scopus and prosecute their investigation.  For the 
first time, Israel accepted Jordan's offer of assistance and the tracks of the perpetrator were traced to a point 1400m 
over the border, to a road near Rantis, but dried up there. The United Nations observer team's investigation failed to 
find any evidence indicating who committed the crime, and the Jordanian delegate to the Mixed Commission 
condemned the act in strong language on 14 October.  The Chief of Staff of the Arab Legion in Amman flew to 
Jerusalem to ask that no retaliatory actions take place that might compromise Jordanian investigations underway on 
their side of the border

Ariel Sharon, who led the attack, later wrote in his diary that he had received orders to inflict heavy damage on the 
Arab Legion forces in Qibya: 'The orders were utterly clear: Qibya was to be an example for everyone'. Original 
documents of the time showed that Sharon personally ordered his troops to achieve "maximal killing and damage to 
property", and post-operational reports speak of breaking into houses and clearing them with grenades and 
shooting.[19] Sharon then later said that he had "thought the houses were empty" and that the unit had checked all 
houses before detonating the explosives. In his autobiography Warrior (1987) Sharon wrote:

I couldn't believe my ears. As I went back over each step of the operation, I began to understand what must have 
happened. For years Israeli reprisal raids had never succeeded in doing more than blowing up a few outlying 
buildings, if that. Expecting the same, some Arab families must have stayed in their houses rather than running 
away. In those big stone houses [...] some could easily have hidden in the cellars and back rooms, keeping quiet 
when the paratroopers went in to check and yell out a warning. The result was this tragedy that had happened.

#8 Amud Ha-Yemini
R. Shaul Yisraeli
(1909-1995)
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How A Rabbi Decides 
A Medical Halacha Issue
Conference on Jewish Medical Ethics
San Francisco, CA
February 18-20, 1996
Rabbi Yitzchok A. Breitowitz 

Limited Role of Autonomy in Jewish Law

A. My body is not my own; it is the property of G-d who has entrusted it to me for care and preservation. Thus, the 
premise of the pro-choice movement (we have absolute control over our bodies) is fundamentally flawed (even 
apart from the fact that abortion involves a fetus as well as a mother). There is even discussion in halachic 
literature concerning the permissibility of elective cosmetic surgery both in terms of the surgical risks and in terms 
of the "mutilation" of G-d's property. (By and large, however, it has been validated).

B. R. Shlomo Yosef Zevin wrote a classic article demonstrating that in the Merchant of Venice, Antonio's contract 
with Shylock to pay a pound of flesh in the event of a loan default is unenforceable under Jewish law. Just as 
Antonio cannot pledge assets that he doesn't own, he cannot create such a pledge on his body. 

Other 
Applications 
in Halacha 
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How Jewish is Body Piercing?
by Rabbi Chaim Steinmetz

Jewish law prohibits one from hitting and wounding others. The Talmud (Baba Kama 91b) records a debate whether it 
is permitted for someone to wound himself. The great majority of medieval authorities accept the opinion that self 
wounding is forbidden. (Shulchan Aruch Choshen Mishpat 420:31).

At first glance, this Halacha is perplexing. It seems reasonable to prohibit someone from injuring another person when 
she protests; that is an breach of another's fundamental rights. However, why would Halacha prohibit self wounding? 
Rabbi S.Z. Zevin answers (L'Or HaHalacha pages 318-338; cf. Minchat Hinnuch 48) that man is not the master of his 
own body. God is the one who grants life, and maintains full rights to the human body. "The Lord gives and the Lord 
takes" is not a mere phrase, but rather a statement of fact: God owns man's body. Consequently, self inflicted wounds 
and suicide are forbidden, because the human body belongs to God, not man. 
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Living with Pain
Whose Body?
Rabbi Alfred Cohen
Rabbi, Cong. Ohaiv Yisroel, Monsey, N.Y.
Rabbi, Yeshiva University High School
Journal of Halacha & Contemporary Society, Fall 1996 

One of the most difficult and painful experiences any person has to go through is seeing a loved one 
suffering greatly. The feeling of helplessness, of suffering for the sick one, of despair, often lead one 
to ask - is this really necessary? Must a sick person suffer so much? Is it necessary to try every 
procedure, no matter how fleeting its benefit and how difficult its implementation, just to buy for the 
dying person another day, another week - of what? Of pain, of suffering?

Thus, in our age - which has seen marvels of medicine and surgery, developed machines which can 
breathe for a person, pump his blood, cleanse his arteries, and keep the body alive long after one 
would have hoped for release - more and more often, the question is asked: is this necessary? Is a 
person committed to Torah and halacha obligated to do everything possible in order to prolong life? 
Whether it be one's own life, or the life of another for whom one is responsible, does Jewish law 
always require that "uvacharta bachclim", you must choose life? 

Who Decides? 
 The question itself is something of a "hot potato" as seems to fly in the face of all the hard-won 
acknowledgements which women and the elderly and the handicapped have fought for in the past 
generation. In the western world nowadays, the accepted wisdom generally is that a woman has the 
right to final decisions over her own body. Abortion, sterilization, pregnancy - these are her 
prerogatives, because it is her body. But this is not the approach of Jewish thinking, not for women 
and not for men.

    The power of life over a person's body does not belong to him...not only is a person forbidden to 
destroy his own life...but even his life is not in any way his.

Rav Zevin cites the Ba'al HaTanya, who wrote:

    ...Because a person has no control whatsoever over his body, to strike it.

He also brings the Radbaz:

    ...Inasmuch as a person's soul [life] is not his possession but rather the possession of the Holy 
One, Blessed be He, as it is written, "And the souls are Mine."

These citations are expressions of the fundamental conviction that bodies and souls are entrusted to 
people for safekeeping, to be returned to their Owner when He sees fit. Individuals have limited use 
of these "items" entrusted to their care, and must carefully adhere to the conditions for their use, as 
outlined by their Maker in the Torah. 
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